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2017
BUILD A BETTER WORLD THROUGH READING
BOOK LIST & READING LOG
NYPL.ORG/SUMMERREADING
Build a better world through reading! Reading is about growing your mind while discovering a great story. It’s also about sharing ideas and understanding different perspectives. Books are the tools you need to learn new things, get inspired, and find ways to help our communities.

The Library is here to give you everything you need to lay the foundation for your reading journey this summer and beyond. Start with this list for great book picks chosen by our librarians for all ages, from babies to adults. See the previous page for tips on how to find books. Plus, flip to the back for a calendar and book log to keep you reading throughout the summer.

There’s more to help you keep going throughout the year! Visit your local branch for an array of free programs and activities for all ages—from story times to workshops, games, and more. Talk to your librarian or visit: nypl.org/summerreading

HOW TO ENTER
Visit your local library to submit your entry in person.
Send entries by mail:
Youth Programming Department
The New York Public Library
445 Fifth Ave, 6th Floor
New York, NY 10016
Send entries by email:
youthservices@nypl.org
Make sure to include your first and last name, age, phone number, and home NYPL branch.

ENTER THE 2017 SUMMER READING ESSAY CONTEST
How can reading help build a better world? Write an essay about how the book you’re reading—or about how books in general—can help make the world a better place. Then enter for a chance to see the Yankees, meet a player, and take a bow on the field.

DEADLINE: August 1, 2017
Winners will be chosen for ages 6–9, 10–12, and 13–18. For full contest rules, visit: nypl.org/yankies

HOW TO FIND BOOKS
Here’s an easy way to find books: Match the letters or numbers on the book list to the spines of books on the shelf.

FICTION: In alphabetical order by the author’s last name. Easy Reader, Young Reader, and Graphic Novel may be shelved separately.

NONFICTION: Organized by numbers and letters (such as J 609.22 T).

BIOGRAPHY: Arranged by the last name of the person the book is about, then alphabetically by the author’s last name (J B Carson L, for example).

Letters & Abbreviations:
B Biography
E Easy Reader
FIC Fiction
GRAPHIC GN Graphic Novel
J Juvenile
YR Young Reader

Some titles on our book list are also available in other formats. For e-books (EBK) and e-audiobooks (EAUD), visit nypl.org/ebooks and search by title. For braille (BR) and digital talking books (DB) available at NYPL’s Andrew Heiskell Braille and Talking Book Library in Manhattan, visit: nypl.org/talkingbooks
Babies

Pat-a-Cake
by Mary Brigid Barrett, illus. by LeUyen Pham
You can pat more than just a cake!
J PIC B

Machines at Work
by Byron Barton
Bulldozers, dump trucks, and loaders—let's get to work!
J PIC B

Can You Say It, Too? Arf! Arf!
by Sebastien Braun
Can you spot your animal friends at the beach?
J PIC BRAUN

Babies

Baa, Baa, Black Sheep
by Jane Cabrera
A tot asks for some wool from a friendly sheep.
J PIC CABRERA | DB

Nursery Rhymes
by Lucy Cousins
A bright, bold, and friendly collection of classic Mother Goose rhymes.
J PIC COUSINS

Global Babies
Bebés del mundo
by The Global Fund for Children
Travel the world with photos of babies from Iraq, Rwanda, Bhutan, and beyond! ¡Viaja por el mundo y diviértete de fotos de bebés de Irak, Ruanda, Bután y más allá!
J PIC G | J-SPA PIC G

Toddlers

Hip, Hop
嘻哈、嘻哈 (嘻哈、嘻哈)
by Catherine Hnatov
Watch the animals hop, splash, and play!
快来看动物们怎样跳跃、戏水和玩耍!
(快來看動物們怎樣跳躍、戲水和玩耍!)
J PIC HNATOV | J-CHI PIC HNATOV | J-SPA PIC HNATOV

Head, Shoulders, Knees and Toes
头，肩膀，膝盖和脚趾
(頭，肩膀，膝蓋和腳趾)
by Annie Kubler
Eyes and ears and mouth and nose!
眼睛，耳朵，嘴巴和鼻子!
(眼睛,耳朵,嘴巴和鼻子!)
J PIC K | J-CHI PIC KUBLER ANN

Hello, Ocean Friends
by Violet Lemay
See underwater creatures swim through amazing patterns.
J PIC LEMAY

Look at Baby’s House!
by Peter Linenthal
A day in the life of baby in black and white.
J PIC L

Everywhere Babies
by Susan Meyers, illus. by Marla Frazee
Every day, everywhere, babies are adorable.
J PIC M | J-SPA PIC M

My Face Book
Mi libro de las caras
by Star Bright Books
These baby faces smile, frown, laugh, and more! ¡Estas caras de bebés sonríen, fruncen el ceño, ríen y más!
J-SPA PIC M | J-CHI PIC B

Global Babies
Bebés del mundo
by The Global Fund for Children
Travel the world with photos of babies from Iraq, Rwanda, Bhutan, and beyond! ¡Viaja por el mundo y diviértete de fotos de bebés de Irak, Ruanda, Bután y más allá!
J PIC G | J-SPA PIC G

Show Me Happy
by Kathryn Madeline Allen, photog. by Eric Futran
Let's show we are happy to be friends!
J PIC A

Edible Colors
by Jennifer Vogel Bass
Did you know that bananas can be red and cherries can be yellow?
J PIC B

I'm a Veterinarian
by Brian Biggs
See how an animal doctor cares for her patients.
J PIC BIGGS

Freight Train
Tren de carga
by Donald Crews
¡Este trencito viaja por todas partes!
J PIC CREWS | J-SPA PIC CREWS | BR

Brick by Brick
by Giuliano Ferri
In this wordless book, a group of friends discovers what they can build together.
J PIC FERRI

Vroom, Vroom, Trucks!
by Karen Katz
Lift the flaps on these construction vehicles to meet the crew.
J PIC KATZ

See first page for details.
PRE-K

When Sophie Gets Angry—Really, Really Angry
by Molly Bang
We all have feelings. What happens when Sophie gets angry?
J PIC M | BR, EAUD

My Car
Mi carro
by Byron Barton
Let Sam tell you all about his favorite car. Deja que Sam te cuente todo sobre su coche favorito.
J PIC B | J-SPA PIC B

Adventure Annie Goes to Kindergarten
by Toni Buzzeo,
illus. by Amy Wummer
Cape-wearing Annie comes to the rescue on the first day of kindergarten.
J PIC B

What’s in My Garden?
我的花园里有些什么?
(我的花園裡有些什麼?)
by Cheryl Christian,
illus. by Annie Beth Ericsson
Learn the names and colors of these vegetables. 认识蔬菜的名字及颜色。
(認識蔬菜的名字及顏色。)
J-CHI PIC CHRISTIAN

Maisy Goes to Preschool
by Lucy Cousins
It’s an exciting day at preschool with Maisy!
J PIC BANG | BR

Alphabet Under Construction
by Denise Fleming
A crafty mouse builds each letter from A to Z.
J PIC F

The Colors of Us
by Karen Katz
People come in all different colors!
J PIC K

We’re Going on a Bear Hunt
我們去找大熊 (我們去找大熊)
by Michael Rosen,
illus. by Helen Oxenbury
A brave family goes in search of a scary beast. 一家勇敢的人去寻找一只可怕的野兽。 (一家勇敢的人去寻找一隻可怕的野獸。)
J PIC R | J-CHI PIC ROSEN | DB

B Is for Bulldozer
by June Sobel,
illus. by Melissa Iwai
What is this construction crew going to build?
J PIC S

Green Is a Chile Pepper: A Book of Colors
by Roseanne Greenfield Thong,
illus. by John Parra
Red is for salsa and yellow is for masa in this a colorful celebration of Latino heritage.
J PIC T | EBK

10 Things I Can Do to Help My World
by Melanie Walsh
Learn about simple ways we can help our environment.
J 363.72 W

Building a House
by Byron Barton
From start to finish, learn how to build a house.
J 690.83 B
FICTION

Vincent Paints His House
by Tedd Arnold
An artist makes his home a canvas.
J PIC ARNOLD | EBK

Miss Rumphius
by Barbara Cooney
One woman’s quest to make the world more beautiful.
J PIC C | J-SPA PIC C | EAUD

Little Red Writing
by Joan Holub, illus. by Melissa Sweet
The tiny pencil vs. the Wolf 3000 sharpener.
J PIC HOLUB | EBK

Little Blue and Little Yellow
by Leo Lionni
Best friends transform each other.
J PIC L

Tía Isa Wants a Car
by Meg Medina, illus. by Claudio Muñoz
Can la familia save enough money to make a dream come true?
J PIC M

Just a Minute: A Trickster Tale and Counting Book
by Yuyi Morales
Grandma Beetle outwits Señor Calavera.
J PIC M

Phoebe & Digger
by Tricia Springstubb, illus. by Jeff Newman
Nothing can stop a girl and her truck.
J PIC S

Interrupting Chicken
by David Ezra Stein
Little red chick hilariously corrects Papa’s bedtime stories.
J PIC S | J-SPA PIC S | DB

Just a Dream
by Chris Van Allsburg
Wasteful Walter’s fantastic journey reveals the importance of environmentalism.
J PIC V

Don’t Throw It to Me!
by David A. Adler, illus. by Sam Ricks
Mo loves football, but will he get a chance to play?
J E ADLER

Build, Dogs, Build: A Tall Tail
by James Horvath
A canine crew constructs a new high rise.
J E HORVATH

Ling & Ting: Together in All Weather
by Grace Lin
Discover the fun in all four seasons!
J E LIN

Swing, Otto, Swing!
by David Milgrim
Where there is ingenuity, there is a way.
J E MILGRIM

Lily’s New Home
by Paula Yoo, illus. by Shirley Ng-Benitez
Adventures are waiting around every corner of NYC.
J E YOO

NONFICTION

A Cool Drink of Water
by Barbara Kerley
One of the world’s most precious resources.
J 363.61 K

A Butterfly Is Patient
Dianna Hutts Aston; illus. by Sylvia Long
Fascinating facts about amazing insects.
J 595.78 A | EBK

Mae Jemison
by Jodie Shepherd
Discover the first African-American female astronaut.
J B JEMISON S

All the Way to America: The Story of a Big Italian Family and a Little Shovel
by Dan Yaccarino
Four generations. One amazing journey.
J B YACCARINO Y

SPECIAL FORMATS
**SERIES**

**Bones Mysteries** by David A. Adler, illus. by Barbara Johansen Newman

**Fly Guy Presents (nonfiction)** by Tedd Arnold

**Pete the Cat** by James Dean & Kimberly Dean, illus. by Arthur Howard

**Mr. Putter & Tabby** by Cynthia Rylant, illus. by Arthur Howard

**Elephant and Piggie Like Reading!** by various authors

**NONFICTION**

**Why the Sky Is Far Away: A Nigerian Folktale**
by Mary-Joan Gerson, illus. by Carla Golembie
Taking too much has consequences.
J 398.2 G

**Saving Animal Babies**
by Amy Shields
Adorable newborns survive with a little help. Awww!
J 591.39 S

**I See a Kookaburra! Discovering Animal Habitats Around the World**
by Steve Jenkins & Robin Page
Spot creatures in their natural environments.
J 591.7 J

**Snakes**
by Nic Bishop
J 597.96 B

**Castle: How It Works**
by David Macaulay & Sheila Keenan
Experience life in a medieval fortress.
J 623.1 M

**Farmer Will Allen and the Growing Table**
by Jacqueline Briggs Martin, illus. by Eric-Shabazz Larkin
One man sees a farm where others see an abandoned city lot.
J 635 M

**BRICK BY BRICK**
by Charles R. Smith, Jr., illus. by Floyd Cooper
A true story of the enslaved people who built the White House.
J 975.3 S

**Manfish: A Story of Jacques Cousteau**
by Jennifer Berne, illus. by Eric Puybaret
The famous oceanographer and champion of the seas.
J B COUSTEAU B | EBK

**Women Who Broke the Rules: Sonia Sotomayor**
by Kathleen Krull; illus. by Angela Dominguez
From the Bronx to the United States Supreme Court.
J B SOTOMAYOR K

**FICTION**

**Violet the Pilot**
by Steve Breen
Go soaring in a homemade flying machine.
J PIC BREEN | DB

**The Man Who Walked Between the Towers**
by Mordicai Gerstein
A daredevil makes the impossible possible.
J PIC G | BR

**Sky Boys: How They Built the Empire State Building**
by Deborah Hopkinson, illus. by James E. Ransome
A boy and his father watch as history is made.
J PIC H | DB

**Pedro, First-Grade Hero**
by Fran Manushkin, illus. by Tammie Lyon
From battling bugs to campaigning for class president.
J E MANUSHKIN

**Inspector Flytrap**
by Tom Angleberger, illus. by Cece Bell
Solve mysteries with a fly-eating plant and a skateboarding goat.
J YR FIC ANGLEBERGER | EBK

**The Adventures of Arnie the Doughnut: Bowling Alley Bandit**
by Laurie Keller
Breaking news: Pastry detects bowling tournament misbehavior!
J YR FIC KELLER | DB

**Marty McGuire Digs Worms!**
by Kate Messner, illus. by Brian Floca
Saving the earth—with worms!
J YR FIC M | AUD, DB, EBK

**Anna, Banana, and the Friendship Split**
by Anica Mrose Rissi, illus. by Meg Park
Making up is hard to do.
J YR FIC RISSI | EBK

**Cakes in Space**
by Philip Reeve & Sarah McIntyre
Carnivorous confections create havoc aboard Astra’s ship.
J FIC REEVE | EBK

**The Great Pet Escape**
by Victoria Jamieson
Classroom critters attempt a jailbreak.
J GRAPHIC GN FIC JAMIESON

**The Adventures of Ook and Gluk, Kung-Fu Cavemen from the Future**
by George Beard & Harold Hutchins
Prehistoric pals travel through time to save the world.
J GRAPHIC GN FIC PILKEY | EBK

**SPECIAL FORMATS**

AUD audio recording  BR braille book  DB accessible talking book
EAUD downloadable audiobook  EBK downloadable e-book  See first page for details.
**FICTION**

**Zack Delacruz:**
*Me and My Big Mouth*  
by Jeff Anderson, illus. by Andrea Miller  
A little luck and a lot of chocolate might save the school dance.  
J FIC ANDERSON

**The Zero Degree Zombie Zone**  
by Patrik Henry Bass, illus. by Jerry Craft  
Bakari and Wardell try to survive fourth grade—and an impending invasion.  
J FIC BASS | EBK

**A Whole New Ballgame:**  
*A Rip and Red Story*  
by Phil Bildner, illus. by Tim Probert  
Best friends stick together when their new coach changes the game.  
J FIC BILDNER | EBK

**A Nearer Moon**  
by Melanie Crowder  
Luna is willing to believe in magic if it will save her little sister.  
J FIC CROWDER | EBK

**The Luck Uglies**  
by Paul Durham, illus. by Petur Antonsson  
When Bog Noblins threaten the village, old enemies must become allies.  
J FIC DURHAM | BR, EBK

**Unusual Chickens for the Exceptional Poultry Farmer**  
by Kelly Jones, illus. by Katie Kath  
City kid + farm + magical fowl = a whole lot of trouble.  
J FIC JONES | DB, EBK

**Masterminds**  
by Gordon Korman  
Can Eli unravel the mystery in his town before it's too late?  
J FIC KORMAN | DB, EBK

**Dream On, Amber**  
by Emma Shevah, illus. by Helen Crawford-White  
When life gets tough, imagination is the key.  
J FIC SHEVAH | EBK

**Gone Crazy in Alabama**  
by Rita Williams-Garcia  
Goodbye, Brooklyn! The Gaither sisters spend the summer with Big Ma.  
J FIC WILLIAMS-GARCIA | AUD, DB, EAUD, EBK

**Kid Beowulf:**  
*The Blood-Bound Oath*  
by Alexis E. Fajardo, color by Jose Mari Flores & Brian Kolm  
Twins uncover their past and seek their future in this epic tale.  
J GRAPHIC GN FIC FAJARDO

**The King of Kazoo**  
by Norm Feuti  
Can Bing stop the diabolical antics of an evil genius?  
J GRAPHIC GN FIC FEUTI

**Mighty Jack**  
by Ben Hatke, color by Alex Campbell & Hilary Sycamore  
Plant a garden and watch your adventures grow!  
J GRAPHIC GN FIC HATKE

**Cat Dad, King of the Goblins**  
by Britt Wilson  
You think you have problems?!?  
J GRAPHIC GN FIC W

**NONFICTION**

**What Was the March on Washington?**  
by Kathleen Krull, illus. by Tim Tomkinson  
Experience this historic event in the fight for civil rights.  
J 323.11 K | J-SPA 323.11 K

**Citizen Scientists:**  
*Be a Part of Scientific Discovery from Your Own Backyard*  
by Loree Griffin Burns, photog. by Ellen Harasimowicz  
Step outside and study the world around you.  
J 590.72 B

**Hooray for Inventors!**  
by Marcia Williams  
Amazing inventions that changed the world.  
J 609.22 W

**Coding Projects in Scratch**  
by Jon Woodcock  
On your mark. Get set. Code!  
J 794.81 W

**125 Wacky Roadside Attractions**  
by National Geographic Children's Books  
See all the weird, wonderful, and downright bizarre landmarks from around the world!  
J 910.4 O

**SERIES**

**Spy School** by Stuart Gibbs

**Nathan Hale’s Hazardous Tales** by Nathan Hale

**The Tapper Twins** by Geoff Rodkey

**Frank Einstein** by John Scieszka, illus. by Brian Biggs

**Hilo** by Judd Winick
MIDDLE SCHOOL

**FICTION**

**Greenglass House**
by Kate Milford
Milo's plans for the winter holiday are thwarted when strange guests arrive at his family's inn.

**The Thief**
by Megan Whalen Turner
Gen, a talented thief, joins a rival kingdom's hunt for a mythical stone in exchange for his release from prison.

**Bright Lights, Dark Nights**
by Stephen Edmond
Star-crossed, interracial love in a time when Black Lives Matter.

**NONFICTION**

**Be a Changemaker**
by Laurie Ann Thompson
Learn how to turn your passions into action.

**Primates**
by Jim Ottaviani
The true story of three ground-breaking scientists who studied primates as their life's work.

**GRAPHIC NOVELS**

**Goldie Vance**
by Hope Larson, illus. by Brittney Williams
Mystery to solve? Goldie Vance is the right sleuth for the job!

HIGH SCHOOL

**FICTION**

**Simon vs. the Homo Sapiens Agenda**
by Becky Albertalli
A classmate threatens to out Simon and his profoundly private online boyfriend.

**The Scorpion Rules**
by Erin Bow
Greta questions her role as a Child of Peace and the artificial intelligence that uses hostages to maintain world order.

**Killer of Enemies**
by Joseph Bruchac
Lozen hunts monsters in hopes of freeing her family in a post-apocalyptic world.

**Dumplin'**
by Julie Murphy
Self-proclaimed fat girl Willowdean reclaims her confidence with her misfit friends when she enters her Texas town's beauty pageant.

**NONFICTION**

**Surviving Middle School**
by Luke Reynolds
Get the lowdown on bullying, peer pressure, grades, parents, and love.

**Primates**
by Jim Ottaviani
The true story of three ground-breaking scientists who studied primates as their life's work.

**GRAPHIC 599.8092 O**

**Brown Girl Dreaming**
by Jacqueline Woodson
A lyrical memoir in verse about growing up in the racially charged 1960s.

**SPECIAL FORMATS**

Bone Gap
by Laura Ruby
Finn was the only person to see Roza's abduction, but no one believes him.
YA FIC RUBY | BR, DB, EAUD, EBK

Tiny Pretty Things
by Sona Charaipotra & Dhonielle Clayton
Ballerinas backstab, sacrifice, and manipulate to be the best.
FIC CHARAIPOTRA | EAUD, EBK

Otherbound
by Corinne Duyvis
When Nolan closes his eyes he is drawn into Amara's mind and her dangerous world.
FIC D | DB, EBK

Charlie, Presumed Dead
by Anne Heltzel
Two girls discover Charlie's betrayal at his funeral and together search for answers.
FIC HELTZEL | EBK

X: A Novel
by Illyasah Shabazz & Kekla Magoon
The story of how Malcolm Little became Malcolm X.
FIC S

Black Panther: A Nation Under Our Feet Vol. 1
by Ta-Nehisi Coates, illus. by Brian Stelfreeze
Wakanda is in turmoil and Black Panther must be the king his nation desperately needs.
GRAPHIC GN FIC COATES

Jughead Vol. 1
by Chip Zdarsky, illus. by Erica Henderson
Riverdale's favorite daydreamer is back and lazier than ever.
GRAPHIC GN FIC ZDARSKY

Beyond Magenta
by Susan Kuklin
Six candid glimpses into the lives of transgender and gender-nonconforming teens.
306.738 K | DB, EBK

Diary of a Tokyo Teen
by Christine Mari Inzer
A Japanese-American girl travels to the land of trendy fashion, high-tech toilets and maid cafes.
GRAPHIC B INZER I

Black Top by LJ Alonge
Seven Realms by Cinda Williams Chima
Gotham Academy by Becky Cloonan
Princess Jellyfish by Akiko Higashimura
March by Johnn Lewis
Jackaby by William Ritter
Princeless by Jeremy Whitely

Shaun David Hutchinson
Susan Juby
Richelle Mead
Meg Medina
G. Neri
Garth Nix
Jenny Torres Sanchez
Ruta Sepetys
Jordan Sonneblick
John Corey Whaley

New York Public Library
BOOKS, PROGRAMS, CLASSES & MORE
nypl.org

#READERSUNITE

Special Formats
AUD audio recording  BR braille book  DB accessible talking book
EAUD downloadable audiobook  EBK downloadable e-book  See first page for details.
**FICTION**

**The Magic Strings of Frankie Presto**
by Mitch Albom
*FIC ALBOM* | AUD, EAUD, EBK, LP

**My Grandmother Asked Me to Tell You She's Sorry**
by Fredrik Backman
*FIC BACKMAN* | EAUD, EBK, LP

**Everyone Brave Is Forgiven**
by Chris Cleave
*FIC CLEAVE* | AUD, EBK, LP

**LaRose: A Novel**
by Louise Erdrich
*FIC ERDRICH* | AUD, EAUD, EBK, LP

**Jane Steele: A Confession**
by Lyndsay Faye
*FIC FAYE* | EAUD, EBK, LP

**Homegoing**
by Yaa Gyasi
*FIC GYASI* | AUD, EAUD, EBK, LP

**City on Fire**
by Garth Risk Hallberg
*FIC HALLBERG* | AUD, EAUD, EBK

**The Museum of Extraordinary Things**
by Alice Hoffman
*FIC HOFFMAN* | AUD, EAUD, EBK, LP

**Buried Giant**
by Kazuo Ishiguro
*FIC ISHIGURO* | EAUD, EBK, LP

**China Rich Girlfriend**
by Kevin Kwan
*FIC KWAN* | AUD, EBK

**I Almost Forgot About You**
by Terry McMillan
*FIC McMILLAN* | AUD, EAUD, EBK, LP

**The Obsession**
by Nora Roberts
*FIC ROBERTS* | AUD, EBK, LP

**A Spool of Blue Thread**
by Anne Tyler
*FIC TYLER* | AUD, EAUD, EBK, LP

**Dietland**
by Sarai Walker
*FIC WALKER* | AUD, EAUD, EBK

**A Hero of France: A Novel**
by Alan Furst
*MYSTERY FURST* | AUD, EAUD, EBK, LP

**NONFICTION**

**The Human Age: The World Shaped by Us**
by Diane Ackerman
304.2 A | EBK, LP

**Love Wins: The Lovers and Lawyers Who Fought the Landmark Case for Marriage Equality**
by Debbie Cenziper & Jim Obergefell
346.7301 C | EAUD, EBK

**Rise of the Rocket Girls**
by Nathalia Holt
629.4072 H | EBK

**Lab Girl**
by Hope Jahren
*B JAHREN* | EAUD, EBK, LP

**Just Mercy**
by Bryan Stevenson
*B STEVENSON* | AUD, EAUD, EBK
READ for 20 minutes a day, ATTEND a program, or CHECK OUT a book to get a stamp at your local library!

Go online to download extra pages: nypl.org/summerreading
Tell us about what you’re reading!

What do you like about your book?

Title: ____________________________

Author: ____________________________

What ideas in your book could help build a better world?

Title: ____________________________

Author: ____________________________

Your thoughts can help inspire others!
Visit your local library to fill out a speech bubble to go on display.

nypl.org/summerreading

The New York Public Library’s Summer Reading Program is generously funded by HSBC Bank USA; New York Yankees Foundation; The Rona Jaffe Foundation; HBO; Pine Tree Foundation of New York, Inc.; May and Samuel Rudin Family Foundation, Inc.; anonymous donors, and the continuing major support of the Andreas C. Dracopoulos Family Endowment for Young Audiences.